
CYMS webinar 
Foreword: 

The following document gathers the questions and answers asked during the Webinar. The 
questions from the participants are the same but we have sometimes enriched the answers with 
respect to the Webinar in order to give more details to the participants. 

 

1. CYMS project presentation: context, objectives, data processing, description, distribution & 
perspectives: Romain Husson, CLS 

Rémi Gandoin (C2Wind): Hello Romain, thank you for your presentation. My question is: To which 
time averaging period correspond these SAR-derived wind speeds (1, 10 minutes for instance)? 
Thanks 
 
--> Romain Husson (CLS):  

Originally, the SAR-derived wind products such as the Sentinel-1 Level-2 Ocean Products made 
available on the ESA Scihub platforms are estimated using Geophysical Model Functions (GMF) 
such as CMOD-IFR2 or currently CMOD-5N. This latter was developed and validated for wind mainly 
ranging between [0-20] m/s using co-locations against in situ measurements or Numerical Weather 
Prediction (NWP) model outputs whose definition are 10 meters height above sea level (a.s.l) and 
averaged over a 10 min period. NDBC buoys used for CMOD-5N validation in [Herbasch 2008] are 
8-min average for instance (thus almost equivalent to 10-min averaged). 

Examples of validation of these Level-2 Ocean Sentinel-1 products against NCEP and ECWMF 
models are available and performed routinely 
(https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/4776203/DI-MPC-APR-523-1-1-
Annual+Performance+Report+2021.pdf/9a5bf9a7-b8b7-4b6b-e3c0-
ce23bdb565b8?t=1646808727067)/. 

In CYMS, we have developed high-wind retrieval algorithm. For more extreme winds and up to 80 
m/s, the main reference for surface winds is the SFMR measurements performed by NOAA while 
flying through tropical cyclones. Latest CYMS products have been developed and validated against 
these measurements [Mouche et al. 2019]. 

Even though the SFMR measurements have 1 s sampling, comparisons against SAR are performed 
at 3km. For the strongest wind speeds (~60m/s), the 3-km spatially averaged CYMS products 
corresponds to a time scale of approximately 1 minute. Please note that CYMS products are 
available with a 1 km pixel spacing. For such intense winds, Météo-France La Réunion forecasters 
use conversion coefficient to compare 1’ to 10’ average winds. 

Davide Merli (ENSER): There are literature correlations to derive the wind gust speed for different 
reference time intervals. Could it be an objective of CYMS to derive new empirical tools for that? 
E.g. below from Vellozi 1968, Flory 1977. 
 
 

https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/4776203/DI-MPC-APR-523-1-1-Annual+Performance+Report+2021.pdf/9a5bf9a7-b8b7-4b6b-e3c0-ce23bdb565b8?t=1646808727067
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/4776203/DI-MPC-APR-523-1-1-Annual+Performance+Report+2021.pdf/9a5bf9a7-b8b7-4b6b-e3c0-ce23bdb565b8?t=1646808727067
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/4776203/DI-MPC-APR-523-1-1-Annual+Performance+Report+2021.pdf/9a5bf9a7-b8b7-4b6b-e3c0-ce23bdb565b8?t=1646808727067


 
 

--> Romain Husson (CLS): Based on the feedbacks from previous end-users, identified short terms 
objectives of CYMS in terms of R&D improvements are: 

− a better detection of rain-related signatures in SAR signal, including at high wind speeds, 
− more robust wind field estimation over various incidence angles, 
− more consistent between SAR sensors and with comparable performances at all wind speed 

ranges. 
 
From the SAR data, the wind estimations are performed independently at each 1km pixel with 3-
km averaging. However, the SAR images do contain spatial and texture information that has been 
used in the past to classify [Wang et al. 2019] or segment [Colin et al. 2022] some 
oceanic/meteorological processes. New methodologies trying to exploit the SAR spatial scales and 
texture could be performed to try to derive additional information on wind gust. We have some 
preliminary tests undergoing using NDBC wind gust measurements, but they bring little 
information with respect to a simple multiplication coefficient applied to the measured wind speed. 
 
Khan, Salman Saeed (O&A, Aspendale): Hi Romain, thanks for the presentation. Wondering how 
the Sentinel-1 B recent situation has affected the service or data acquisition? 
 
--> Romain Husson (CLS): Thanks for your question. 

Basically, we have 33% less observations over Tropical Cyclones while the observations over Europe 
are affected at 50% since most of them were performed with S1-A and -B only. 

To be able to face this situation, we are supported by ESA in having access to more RS2 data 
acquisitions as a collaborative mission. This process would be even facilitated if CYMS becomes a 
Copernicus service in the future. So, your support is crucial (letter of support, feedback on data 
usefulness). 

Though, the compensation with RS-2 is only partial and will not enable the same number of 
observations. Also, as satellite missions have different orbits, they enable a good complementarity 
in terms of chances to catch a given event. So, less satellite missions also mean less chances to 
catch a given event at a given time. 

For the record, here are the latest news concerning S1B status: https://tinyurl.com/bdejfnr4 

 

https://tinyurl.com/bdejfnr4


Fernando Prates (ECMWF): The current format available to the CYMS wind maps is NetCDF. Are 
there any binary format files also that would be available? This format is quite mandatory to be able 
to be used by the meteorological services. 

--> Romain Husson (CLS): The current NetCDF format was selected after gathering end-users 
requirements during the first phase of the CYMS project. With increasing number of end-users, we 
could develop additional formats for these products. Your experience with Grib files will be very 
beneficial to help proposing and distributing this additional format to a wider community (e.g. GRIB 
or BUFR format). 

 

2. Demonstration (data access & visualization tools): Vinca Rosmorduc, CLS 

RAPP Jocelyn (CMA-CGM): is wave height measurements are planned to be added in NRT product 

--> Romain Husson (CLS): There are indeed some existing measurements of wave heights in the 
literature based on S1 TOPS data [Pleskachevsky et al. 2019]. Such algorithms are not planned to 
be implemented at least in the mid-term development of CYMS but is of course of interest for the 
simultaneous retrieval and use of wind and wave parameters. Main objectives are on wind-related 
variables for short-, mid-term but such developments could be incorporated on a longer-term 
basis. They are of course of interest to better understand the end-users needs. 

 

3. USECASE #1: Use of CYMS tropical cyclones measurements by meteorological 
forecasters:  With Météo France La Réunion 

Jean Bidlot: When do you expect the foreseen improvements just mentioned to be used in the 
reprocessing? 
 
--> Romain Husson (CLS): As exposed during the presentation, a new GMF in under development 
and validation using the latest and largest reprocessed CYMS archive, leading to a much better 
consistency of the retrieved wind speeds among the different sensors and at various incidence 
angles. The GMF re-assessment is dedicated to all RS-2 products and Sentinel-1 products processed 
with IPF version 3.1 and after (from 2019-06-26 onward). 
 
The associated products will be reprocessed with these new GMFs. They should be made available 
by next September. The quality of the CYMS L2 products inherits from the quality of the Level-1 
products (including its calibration), which is not completely homogeneous throughout the 
processor versions. 

 

Sean Healy: Do you provide an uncertainty estimate with each retrieved wind speed value? I guess 
the GMF errors introduce horizontally correlated errors. Any estimate of horizontal error correlation 
scale length? 

 

--> Romain Husson (CLS): Currently, the only uncertainty provided in the CYMS products is 
associated with the wind orientation estimation, directly derived from the SAR image (variable: 



“wind_streaks_orientation” and its standard deviation “wind_streaks_orientation_stddev”). It is 
provided for each pixel at 1 km pixel spacing (Although, this methodology is based on the gradient 
analysis of the SAR image over patches of 8x8 km2, then downsampled at 1x1 km2). 

 

Presently, average standard deviations are available for the wind speed variable using statistical 
comparisons with source references, but they are not available at each pixel. With future 
improvements of the wind inversion process, we will be interested in estimating additional 
uncertainty for the wind speed at each pixel within each SAR image. Further discussions with your 
team and other assimilation teams are welcome to further define this need. 

  

4. USECASE #2: Assimilation of CYMS tropical cyclones measurements in AROME    

With LACy 

Sean Healy: Is the wind information assimilated as ambiguous wind vectors or wind speed or ...?  
 
--> Quoc-Phi (LACy): The wind information is assimilated in terms of zonal and meridional wind 
speeds, using the following variables in the CYMS products: wind speed ("wind_speed“) and wind 
streaks orientation (“wind_streaks_orientation”) 
--> Complement from Romain Husson (CLS): The wind streaks orientation by definition, has a 180° 
ambiguity. However, we propose in the “wind_streaks_orientation” variable, an ambiguity-free 
version of this parameter using the information provided by the ECMWF model. This ambiguity 
removal could also be re-estimated using other sources. 
 
 
Giovanna De Chiara: Do you provide one solution only to the 3D-Var? 
 

--> Quoc-Phi (LACy): Yes, there is only one solution provided in the tested 3D-Var. 

 

5. USECASE #3: Assimilation of CYMS polar lows measurements in AROME  

With Met No 

--> Per Dahlgren (MetNo): The assimilation system is also a 3D-Var. 

--> Roger Randriamampianina  (MetNo): It is a good idea to let the model decide whose direction is 
most probable among the two possible ones for the wind streaks orientation. 

 

6. Question & Answers 

 

Jean Bidlot (ECMWF): Apart from the wind information from the model, are there any other model 
information that is used to derive the product? 



--> Romain Husson (CLS): We use both the model wind speed and the model wind direction. They 
are used as part of a Bayesian inversion taking also into account the SAR Sigma0 and a Geophysical 
Model Function, both for the two co- and cross-pol channels. 

The way the Bayesian is parameterized, the model wind speed has little influence on the retrieved 
wind estimate. It is mostly the direction that influences it. 

Jean Bidlot (ECMWF): If the model is modified in a way that the high wind speed distribution 
changes (larger winds due to a modification of the drag specification over strong winds), would 
there be a need to re-tune the SAR inversion using it as an a priori. 

--> Romain Husson (CLS): There would be very small impact on the SAR inversion: 

The way the successive cross-pol GMFs were developed (MS1A, Mouche et al. 2017; MS1AHW, 
Mouche et al 2019), they do not rely on any wind direction information potentially given by a model 
as these GMF have no dependency to the wind direction. Additionally, they are validated against 
wind speed measurements from SFMR and also SMOS/SMAP (at reduced resolution) but never use 
the model wind speed. 

--> Jean Bidlot (ECMWF): There is then some interest in using the CYMS data to add extra validation 
to the model improvements under developments. 

--> Romain Husson (CLS): The tropical cyclones archive is quite exhaustive. As for the polar lows, it 
relies on [Rojo et al 2019]. For the other phenomena, like the medicanes, the winter storms, we can 
also dig into the ESA SAR archive of Level-1 data to reprocess some events of interest for end-users 
so feel free to come back to us and point us some events you would like to work on. 

Rémi Gandoin (C2Wind): When the winds blow from the coast, as opposed to other situations 
shown for instance in deep ocean, the SAR may pick up some additional sea surface roughness with 
respect to just horizontal winds, e.g. extra turbulence or other artefacts due to wave breaking in 
coastline areas. How much of this do plan to look into? How much does it bias the wind estimation? 

--> Romain Husson (CLS): I have illustrated a case of strong Bora wind below. 

The current dual-polarization SAR inversion used for CYMS is indeed sensitive to wave breaking 
thanks to the use of the cross-pol channel. This is the main process that enables observing highest 
wind regimes. See for instance [Hwang et al. 2010, Hwang et al. 2015]. The potential issue I see for 
very coastal areas is that extra wave breaking may take place due to shallow waters and wave 
shoaling. We have not performed any depth dependency study within our team, but this is a 
sensitivity that we should tackle. The issue I see for this investigation is the capability to co-locate 
the SAR measurements with enough in situ measurements under high-wind conditions and shallow 
waters or coastal regions. Using large in situ networks such as those provided by CMEMS could be 
a solution. 

 



 

Figure: Caption of a case of Bora winds off the coasts of Croatia by Sentinel-1A on 2022-02-27 at 
05h11 UTC with Nice display from co-pol (VV) on top and CYMS-derived winds on bottom. 

Maximum wind speeds in the close coastline vicinity reach 38 m/s. 

Sean Healy (ECMWF): If looking forward at assimilating CYMS data in the model, in order not to 
be influenced by any ECMWF a priori that would reinforce the model, what would be advised? E.g. 
one of the problems with scatterometers, if you misplace the Tropical cyclones, you can reinforce 
the forecast error because picking up the wrong winds. 

--> Romain Husson (CLS): Right now, within the current products, the geophysical information that 
are completely independent from the model are the wind streaks orientation. Only is the 180° 



ambiguity removed using the model direction, but this can be re-estimated with any other model 
information or update. 

The wind speed itself is mostly influenced by the SAR Sigma0 but can slightly vary: To make things 
simple: for winds between [0-20] m/s, the wind speed estimate is mainly influenced by the co-pol 
GMF which is wind direction dependent. Thus, an error on the model direction can slightly impact 
the SAR retrieved wind speed. For larger wind speeds, the wind becomes more influenced by the 
cross-pol GMF which is not wind dependent. So, any error on the wind direction does not impact 
the wind speed estimate. 

For future evolutions, we could think of providing not only the most probable solution, but possibly 
additional information. Several evolutions are possible to provide more intermediate information 
(with impact on data size as well). One idea is to provide the whole GMF cost function for co- and 
cross-pol channels over the whole range of wind potential speed/direction.  
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